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Assignment No. 09  Date of Performance: …………………….……………… 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

AIM: Store data of students with telephone no and name in the structure using hashing function for telephone 

number and implement chaining with and without replacement. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

OBJECTIVE: 

1. Understand the concept and applications of hashing.  

2. Understand the use of hash table in files.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THEORY: 

1) What is a hash table and hash function? 

The organization of the file and the order in which the keys are inserted affect the number of keys 

that must be inspected before obtaining the desired one. Optimally we would like to have a table organization 

and search technique in which there are no unnecessary comparisons. Hash tables are good for doing a 

quick search on things. The most efficient way to organize such a table is an array. If the record keys are 

integers, the key themselves can serve as indicates to the array. For instance, if we have an array full of data 

(say 100 items). If we knew the position that a specific item is stored in an array, then we could quickly access 

it. For instance, we just happen to know that the item we want it is at position 3; I can apply: 

myitem=myarray[3]; This is where hashing comes in handy. Given some key, we can apply a hash function 

to it to find an index or position that we want to access. 
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A function that transfers a key into a table index is called hash function. If h is a hash function and key is a 

key, h(key) is called the hash of key and is the index at which a record with the key key should be placed 

 

Explain in brief Collision. 

A collision or clash is a situation that occurs when two distinct pieces of data have the same hash value. 

Collisions are unavoidable whenever members of a very large set (such as all possible person names, or all 

possible computer files) are mapped to a relatively short bit string. The problem of collision cannot be 

eliminated but it can be minimized using hashing function. 

 

b. Overflow 

When a Hash Table becomes full then the method suggested here is to define a new table of length greater 

than old hash table length and then to serially re-hash into the new table the elements already defined in the 

original table. Subsequent entries and accessing will be made on the new table. 

 

c. Chaining 

One simple scheme is to chain all collisions in lists attached to the appropriate slot. This allows an unlimited 

number of collisions to be handled and doesn't require a priori knowledge of how many elements are 

contained in the collection. The tradeoff is the same as with linked lists versus array implementations of 

collections: linked list overhead in space and, to a lesser extent, in time. 

 

Hashing with chaining is an application of linked lists and gives an approach to collision resolution. In hashing 

with chaining, the hash table contains linked lists of elements or pointers to elements (as in Figure). The lists 

are referred to as chains, and the technique is called chaining. This is a common technique where a 

straightforward implementation is desired and maximum efficiency isn't required. Each linked list contains all 

the elements whose keys hash to the same index. 

 

Using chains minimizes search by dividing the set to be searched into lots of smaller pieces. There's nothing 

inherently wrong with linear search with small sequences; it's just that it gets slower as the sequences to be 

searched get longer. In this approach to resolving collisions, each sequence of elements whose keys hash 

to the same value will stay relatively short, so linear search is adequate. 
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Linear probing / open addressing: Linear probing is a scheme in computer programming for resolving 

hash collisions of values of hash functions by sequentially searching the hash table for a free location. In that 

case, since we cannot insert n at h(n), which we now call h for simplicity, we try the next slot at h+1. If this is 

vacant, we insert n here. Otherwise, we try h+2 and so on. The sequence of locations that we probe, as far 

as necessary, is therefore 

 

h, h+1, h+2, h+3, ... 

 

The only qualification is that we must only probe within the table array. When this sequence would run off the 

end of the array, we wrap around back to the beginning at 0. The sequence of probes is therefore at 

 

h+i % table.length 

for i = 0,1,2,3,... 

 

When we examine whether a given item d is present, we apply the same procedure. We simply search for it 

by calculating h(d) % table.length and then, if necessary, probe successive locations until we either find the 

item d, if it is present, or we find a null if it is absent. 

 

Write ALGORITHM of 

1. Chaining without Replacement: 

2. Chaining with Replacement: 
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INPUT:   OUTPUT: 

Test Cases   

Hash Table full            Display message‖ Hash Table full‖ 

Hash Table Empty  Display message‖ Hash Table Empty‖ 

Hash  Value  data  already 

present 

   Display  message‖  Position  already Occupied‖ 

                                                                             

OUTPUT: Hash table with records 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

OUTCOME: After successful implementation of this assignment, we understood the concept of the chaining 

with and without replacement. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FAQS: 

1. What is hash function?  

2. What is hash table?  

3. What are the advantages & disadvantages of hash technique?  

4. What are characteristics of good hash function?  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


